
The New Era of 
Real-World Business 
Computing is Here
Professionals expecting the very best from their 
technology turn to Lenovo devices. Built for 
what IT needs and users want, Lenovo devices 
offer more than innovation and style—they offer 
ultimate real-world business computing power 
for a secure and smooth experience. 

World-class tech meets real-world performance 

Sleek and reliable ThinkPad® X1 laptops—powered by Intel vPro®, an Evo Design, with 13th Gen Intel® Core™ processors—bring enterprise-class 
performance, security, stability, and manageability to organizations of all sizes.

Optimize workloads with enhanced hybrid core 
architecture, featuring a new Performance core 
(P-core) design for up to 10% better application 
performance.* 

Count on stability with Intel® Thread Director, which 
allocates the right thread to the right core at the right 
time to ensure maximum performance.

Protect what matters most with Lenovo ThinkShield 
and Intel® Hardware Shield, engineered for ultimate 
defense against the latest security threats.

Deploy optimal hardware for Windows 11 and 
guarantee reliable upgrades with the combined power 
of Lenovo and the proven Intel vPro® platform.

Boost performance and reliability with business 
WiFi’s biggest advancement in 20 years—WiFi 6E—
designed to bust through congestion and interference 
so workers can tackle their day.

Streamline work across operating systems with Intel® 
Unison™, which seamlessly connects your laptop to 
your choice of smartphone for a universal, easy-to-use 
experience.1

Power energy efficiency with the unique ThinkPad 
keyboard airflow and rear venting design, paired with 
Intel® Dynamic Tuning Technology to enhance battery 
life and user experience.

Ensure consistent performance in the office or on 
the go with Lenovo devices tested for durability and 
powered by 13th Gen Intel® Core™ processors for 
superior Thunderbolt™ 4 connectivity.

Technology Overview

1. Intel® Unison™ solution is currently only available on eligible Intel® Evo™ designs on 
Windows-based PCs powered by 12th Gen Intel Core or newer CPU and only pairs with 
Android- or iOS-based phones; all devices must run a supported OS version. See intel.
com/performance-evo for details, including set-up requirements. Results may vary. 

* Performance expectation with final test results pending

ThinkPad X1 Carbon



Modern device management made easy
Lenovo has the most comprehensive business portfolio. This ensures that they can meet businesses right where they are to fit their 
unique needs for security and manageability.  Lenovo notebooks like the ThinkBook 14 and 15 Gen 5 i offer vPro Essentials for the needs 
of your small business. Lenovo ThinkPad devices engineered on the Intel vPro® platform are built to meet the needs of modern businesses 
regardless of size and how their office evolves. And with the latest 13th Gen Intel® Core™ processors powering these devices, they offer a 
strong foundation for real-world business computing while making device management easier than ever.  

Redefine business with Lenovo and Intel
Lenovo laptops powered by Intel vPro® excel at real-world business computing and give all professionals the 

power to redefine what business devices can do.

Intel vPro® Enterprise, designed for larger 
companies, empowers better fleet control 
with Intel® Active Management Technology, 
which provides an experience as if a 
technician were standing in front of the 
actual downed PC—regardless of power 
state or OS function.

Intel vPro® Essentials, designed for 
smaller businesses, makes it easy for 
IT teams to efficiently provision and 
maintain PCs via the cloud, no matter 
where end users are working, with Intel® 
Endpoint Management Assistant.

• Simplify device sanitization with Intel® Remote Platform Erase, 
which allows IT to securely wipe an entire device from anywhere.

• Resolve catastrophic PC failures remotely and securely in 
minutes with Intel® One-Click Recovery.

• Extend device life cycles with durable ThinkPad® devices 
powered by integrated, professional-grade Intel® vPro 
components.

• Support users and access devices from anywhere with 
global reach and cloud capabilities.

• Deliver enterprise-class device sanitization via user 
command with Intel® Local Platform Erase.

• Track the health of a PC through its entire life cycle with 
Intel® Platform Service Record, designed to support 
device management decisions.
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Ready to empower your customers with Lenovo and Intel? 
Log into the Lenovo Partner Hub to find the latest pricing, promotions and marketing content.


